Weekly Meeting Minutes 23/05/2018
Members attended: Ian, Erudini, and Justin
Absent: Gert-Jan, Remco, Marc and Osman
Meeting commenced at 17:30 23/05/2018.
Updates from attendees:
Ian, Justin, Remco and Erudini all worked on making the proposal. Last night Ian worked hard on it and
sent the final version to Tom.
He also made the financial agreement for MSMGA. He had a meeting with the MSMGA team yesterday.
They are ready to start on the project (removing the fungus in houses). We have the money in the bank
and will send it in 3 sprints. They will be trying 6 houses first (2 per day) so 6 in one week. Once they do
this we well start the second sprint. They will fill in the rest of the financial agreement somewhere today
evening. Once that is done, Ian and Justin will go through what was agreed upon and on Friday
everything will be signed by all parties. Once the agreement is finalized the money will be sent. Ian will
go to St. Maarten on the 9th of June.
Douwe said that he had a few friends that work in a foundation that might be able to support us and do
a project of roughly €10,000. We can adjust the project proposal that we have made last week and
change it to Minuwangamuwa. This is something that we can do this week.
We also need to work on the website. Ian worked on the building a future page. (Please check this out).
Also please update your own page with the profiles.
Justin is waiting for the kvk login from Ian and he needs all the signed documents so that we can get a
credit card from ING Bank.
Justin will call Ian tonight and he will also call Martijn one of these days to discuss possibilities to get
sponsorships for Green Future project.
Plan board:
Didn’t update the Microsoft Planner.
Announcements:
Please check the website and update it.
Meeting ended at 17:43

